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ABSTRACT
Isocitrate and isopropylmalalte dehydrogenases are homologous enzymes important
for the cell metabolism. They oxidize their substrates using NAD or NADP as cofactors. Thus, they
have two speciﬁcities, towards the substrate and
the cofactor, appearing in three combinations. Although many three-dimensional (3D) structures are
resolved, identiﬁcation of amino acids determining
these speciﬁcities remains a challenge. We present
computational identiﬁcation and analysis of speciﬁcity-determining positions (SDPs). Besides many experimentally proven SDPs, we predict new SDPs,
for example, four substrate-speciﬁc positions
(103Leu, 105Thr, 337Ala, and 341Thr in IDH from E.
coli) that contact the cofactor and may play a role in
the recognition process. Proteins 2006;64:1001–1009.
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INTRODUCTION
Isocitrate dehydrogenase (IDH) is one of central enzymes of the carbon metabolism. It participates in the
tricarboxylic acid cycle in a variety of organisms.1–3 IDH
catalyzes oxidation of isocitrate to ␣-ketoglutorate and
CO2 using either NAD (EC: 1.1.1.41) or NADP (EC:
1.1.1.42) as a cofactor. Eukaryotes have three IDH isoenzymes, two mitochondrial (NAD dependent and NADP
dependent) and one cytosolic (NADP dependent). Prokaryotes have only one IDH, whose dependence on NADP
or NAD perfectly correlates with the presence or absence
of the glyoxylate bypass in the organism.4
Isopropylmalate dehydrogenase (IMDH) catalyzes oxidative decarboxylation of 3-isopropylmalate into 2-oxo-4methylvalerate, the third step in the leucine biosynthesis
in bacteria and fungi.5,6 All known IMDHs are NAD
dependent (EC: 1.1.1.85).
IDH and IMDH are evolutionary related.2–5 They are
about 25% identical, have a common protein fold, and the
same catalytic mechanism.2,3,7 In most species they function as homodimers or, as some eukaryotic IDHs, more
complicated complexes.
Numerous speciﬁcity determinants were identiﬁed in
bacterial, archaeal, and eukaryotic IDHs and IMDHs.8 –13
Mutants with inverted substrate and cofactor speciﬁcities
©
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were created.7,9,14 –17 However, the activity of the speciﬁcity-reversal mutants was usually lower than that of wildtype proteins, and sometimes residues far from the functional sites had to be mutated in order to increase it.7,17
This implies that the speciﬁc recognition of a substrate
does not simply depend on a few amino acids in the binding
pocket.
The aim of this study was computational identiﬁcation
of positions determining speciﬁcity of IDHs and IMDHs
towards their substrates and cofactors.
METHODS
All isocitrate or isopropylmalate dehydrogenases, whose
annotated function relies on experimental support, were
taken from the Swiss-Prot database (http://www.expasy.ch/
sprot/sprot-top.html). They were split into four speciﬁcity
groups: NAD-dependent IDHs from mitochondria and P.
furiosus; type I NADP-dependent IDHs from bacteria and
archaea; IMDHs (all NAD-dependent); and type II IDHs
from eukaryota, both mitochondrial and cytosolic. The
annotation of speciﬁcity was taken from Swiss-Prot as
well.
Proteins within groups were aligned using CLUSTALW,18 then the obtained proﬁles were aligned, and the
result was manually edited to satisfy available experimental and structural data. The ﬁnal alignment is available in
the Supplementary Material. The maximum likelihood
phylogenetic tree was built using the PROML utility from
PHYLIP.19
Abbreviations: IDH, isocitrate dehydrogenase; IMDH, isopropylmalate dehydrogenase; NAD, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide;
NADP, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate; MSA, multiple
sequence alignment; SDP, speciﬁcity-determining position.
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Fig. 1. The phylogenetic tree of the NAD- and NADP-dependent IDHs and IMDHs. Proteins are identiﬁed
by their Swiss-Prot accession numbers. [Color ﬁgure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
www.interscience.wiley.com.]

Speciﬁcity determining positions (SDPs) were identiﬁed
using SDPpred20 (http://monkey.belozersky.msu.ru/⬃psn).
SDPpred searches for positions in a multiple alignment
that are well conserved within speciﬁcity groups but differ
between these groups. For each alignment column, it
computes a measure of its statistical signiﬁcance, z-score.
The higher z-score, the more strictly the distribution of
amino acids in this position is associate with speciﬁcity,
and thus, by assumption, the more likely the position is a
true speciﬁcity determinant. Recently, a number of techniques dealing with similar problems has emerged.21–26
The statistical rationale of SDPpred is most similar to
those of Hannenhalli and Russell,23 Mirny and Gelfand,24
and Donald and Shakhovich.26 Still, it differs from most of
them in a number of technical details, which make SDPpred procedure more reliable and fully automated: SDPpred takes into account evolutionary and physicochemical
similarities of amino acids enclosed in amino acid substitution matrices; it corrects the statistics basing on real
evolutionary distances within and between speciﬁcity
groups; and it has an automatic procedure of choosing the
PROTEINS: Structure, Function, and Bioinformatics

number of positions to be SDPs, which is least probable to
appear by chance for the given alignment.
Predicted SDPs were mapped to three-dimensional (3D)
structures of IDHs and IMDHs listed in the Supplementary Material. These structures were selected using two
criteria: (1) no mutations and (2) presence of either substrate or its analog, or cofactor, or both. The only exception
was the cofactor-speciﬁcity inverted mutant 1iso. Structural analysis was performed using RASMOL.27
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The phylogenetic tree of the family is shown in Figure 1.
Eukaryotic type II NADP-IDHs are very distant members
of the family. The phylogenetic relationships among the
remaining three groups can be hardly resolved. We considered three groupings by speciﬁcity: (i) by cofactor: all
NAD-dependent enzymes (NAD-IDHs and IMDHs) versus
all NADP-dependent enzymes (type I and II NADP-IDHs);
(ii) by substrate: all IDHs versus all IMDHs; and (iii) all
four groups. The predicted SDPs are listed in the Supplementary Material (alignment positions numbered as in
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Fig. 2. Overlap of cofactor-speciﬁc, substrate-speciﬁc, and four group SDPs. Experimentally supported
functionally important positions italicized and underlined.

NADP-IDH from E.coli, Swiss-Prot P08200). The overlap
of the three sets of predicted SDPs is shown in Figure 2.
The third comparison produces a larger number of SDPs
than the ﬁrst two, although z-scores for them are not so
high. One can describe four-group SDPs roughly as a union
of cofactor-speciﬁc and substrate-speciﬁc SDPs, together
with some new positions. This can be explained by the fact
that dividing the family into four groups account for both
types of speciﬁcity, whereas the other two divisions ignore
one of them. There are no SDPs common for the ﬁrst and
second comparisons that do not appear in the third one.
One can notice that experimentally veriﬁed SDPs have
usually high z-scores, although there are positions with
equally high scores, but no experimental support.
SDPs were mapped onto 3D structures of IDHs and
IMDHs (e.g., Fig. 3). For cofactor-speciﬁcity groups, many
predicted SDPs lie in the cofactor-binding part of the
molecule [Fig. 3(A)]. For substrate-speciﬁcity groups, all
SDPs are located in the substrate-binding part [Fig. 3(B)].
In all three comparisons, a substantial fraction of the
predicted SDPs lie on the intersubunit interface (see Table
I and below for detail).

The distances between SDPs and the cofactor, the
substrate, or the other subunit in different structures for
each comparison are presented in the Supplementary
Material, whereas the averages and standard deviations
are shown in Figure 4. Fourteen out of 16 SDPs identiﬁed
in the cofactor-speciﬁcity comparison, 13 out of 15 substrate-speciﬁcity SDPs, and 27 of 31 four-group SDPs lie in
the vicinity of the substrate, the cofactor, or the other
subunit in at least one of the considered structures (see
Supplementary Material). For many SDPs there exist
experimental data showing that they are indeed involved
in the speciﬁc binding of the cofactor or the substrate.
Despite the large number of predicted SDPs, they are, on
average, more closely located to the important protein
regions, and the fraction of experimentally proven positions important for function is also higher among SDPs in
all three predictions than in the protein on average [Fig.
5(A)].
Nevertheless, a number of functionally proven important
amino acids was not predicted as SDPs. The most common
reason is buried in the deﬁnition of SDP. SDP is a position,
which is important for protein speciﬁcity, not for protein
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TABLE I. Predicted SDPs. (1) Amino acid in NADP-IDH from E.coli (P08200). (2) z-score in cofactor-speciﬁc comparison
(blank if not identiﬁed). (3) z-score in substrate-speciﬁc comparison (blank if not identiﬁed). (4) z-score in four group
comparison (blank if not identiﬁed). (5) Contacts in 3D structure 1ai2: C – with cofactor, S – with substrate, O – with the
other subunit; capital letter: <5A, lower case letter: <7A. (6) Comments: experimentally shown determinants of speciﬁcity
towards (arrow) cofactors (NAD, NADP) and substrates (IC, isocitrate; IPM, isopropylmalate) in proteins from
Escherichia coli (Ec), Thermus thermophilus (Tt), Thermoplasma ferroxodans (Tf), human cytosole
(Hcyt), pig mitochondria (Pmit).
(1)
31Tyr
36Gly
38Gly
40Asp
45Met
97Val
98Ala
100Lys
103Leu
104Thr
105Thr
107Val
115Asn
143(E)
152Phe
154Glu
155Asn
158Asp
161Ala
162Gly
164Glu
208Arg
229His
231Gly
232Asn
233Ile
241Phe
245Gly
287Gln
300Ala
305Asn
308Tyr
323Ala
327Asn
337Ala
341Thr
344Lys
345Tyr
351Val

(2)

(3)

(4)
4.93
4.91
6.16
5.55
5.66

6.06
6.15
7.51
6.25
9.04
6.47

5.88
7.1

9.82

7.35

5.94
8.47
12.55

6.08
5.7
5.9
6.43
6.56

5.95
6.64
7.96
6.5
5.83

8.03
7.62
5.65

8.98

15.17
12.02

8.8

7.61
6.3
8.77

3.95
6.03
5.34
7.73
5.95
7.94
5.47
6.05
4.71
4.67
7.96
6.13
4.8
6.42
5.76
4.6
6.04
10.03
6.09
6.69
7.88

6.73
5.44
5.37

(5)

(6)

c

Cs
CS
Cs
Cso
O
CS

o
s
o
O
O
O
O
o
o
csO
SO

NADP-IDH_Hcyt (72Lys) 3 NADP [29]
NADP-IDH_Hcyt (77The) 3 IC, NADP; NADP-IDH_Pmit (86Thr) 3 IC
[29,34]
Key speciﬁcity determinant [1,8,9,11,14,16,31,31,32]
Fifth gap after 143His in the alignment

IMDH_Tt (134Leu)3 IPM [5]
IMDH_Tt (140Phe) 3 NAD [5]

NADP-IDH_Hcyt (72Lys) 3 IC [34]
IMDH_Tf (193Val) 3 IPM [30]

csO
o
sO
s
Cs
C
C
C
C

IMDH_Tt (261Ser)3 IPM [5]
NADP-IDH_Hcyt (311Thr) 3 NADP [34]
IMDH_Tt (278Asp)3 NAD [4,7,14]
NADP-IDH_Ec 3 NADP; IMDH_Tt (279Ile) 3 NAD [4,7,14]
NADP-IDH_Ec 3 NADP; IMDH_Tt (285Ala) 3 NAD [4,7,14]

function in general. Thus, some essential amino acids, which
serve for the general biochemical function and are conserved
in the whole protein family, are not identiﬁed by SDPpred.
The literature mining revealed the total of 52 positions,
which could be implicated in the function. We consider these

Fig. 3. Cofactor-speciﬁc (A), substrate-speciﬁc (B), and four group (C)
SDPs mapped onto the structure of IDH from E. coli (PDB code: 1ai2).
Substrate (isocitrate calcium complex) is shown in red; cofactor (NADP) is
shown in magenta; predicted SDPs are shown in green, ball-and-stick
model. The second subunit of the dimmer is in blue. Experimentally
supported SDPs are shown in spaceﬁll model.

positions as experimentally proven to be biologically important. Among them, 11 are predicted as SDPs, 9 are at least
91% conserved, and 29 are within 5 Å distance from either a
SDP or a conserved residue. This leaves only three positions,
which can be considered as true false negatives. When we
restrict the deﬁnition of important positions to those, which
have been speciﬁcally described as inﬂuencing the enzyme
speciﬁcity either towards substrate of cofactor, we obtain 14
positions, 5 of which are predicted as SDPs and 8 lie within 5
Å of SDPs. Naturally, there are no conserved positions in this
set, and this leaves only one position as a false negative. In
Figure 5(C), one can see that the fraction of false negatives
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Fig. 4. Distances to the cofactor (A), the substrate (B), and the other subunit (C) in different IDH and IMDH structures. Vertical axis: averages and
standard deviations.

(Other) and positions within 5 Å (Neighbors) are similar in
the initial and restricted sets of experimentally proven
positions, whereas among the positions not described as
important, the fraction of neighbors is slightly lower and the
fraction of distal positions is much higher. These observations indicate that not only positions with peculiar statistical
properties (SDPs or conserved) can be implicated in function
or speciﬁcity, but residues in the vicinity of such amino acids
can be of interest for an experimentalist.
Among the three false negatives, 394Arg was described
as one of amino acids most important for the cofactor
binding.4,8 From the six amino acids, 292Arg, 344Lys,
345Tyr, 351Val, 391Tyr, and 394Arg, known to be crucial
for the speciﬁcity towards the cofactor, ﬁve are shown to
contribute additively to enzyme preference for NAD or
NADP.28 Three of them (344Lys, 345Tyr, and 351Val)
were predicted as SDPs, 292Arg and 391Tyr are well
conserved in NADP-dependent enzymes but not conserved
in NAD-dependent enzymes. 394Arg, not studied by Lunzer and colleagues,28 but known to contribute to the
cofactor-binding site,4,8 lies in a poorly aligned region,
which has a different 3D structure in NAD- and NADPdependent enzymes. The remaining two false negatives
are 110Gly and 135Gln, which correspond to 82Arg and
109Arg in human cytosolic NADP-dependent IDH and
contact with either NADP (82Arg) or isocitrate (109Arg) in
its crystal structure.29
PROTEINS: Structure, Function, and Bioinformatics

Apart from 344Lys, 345Tyr, and 351Val, several other
amino acids contact cofactor in most considered structures: substrate-speciﬁc residues 103Leu, 105Thr, 337Ala,
and 341Thr contact the nicotinamide nucleotide and thus
spatially lie between the cofactor-binding and the substratebinding pockets. They may act as primary recognition site
for the substrate. There are no experimental data on the
physiological role of the latter residues, which makes them
a promising target for mutagenesis studies. The distance
to the substrate varies greatly for cofactor-speciﬁc SDPs,
but among the substrate-speciﬁc and the four group SDPs,
there are several consistently contacting positions, some of
which are known speciﬁcity determinants (115Asn, 232Asn,
233Ile) and some are new ones (103Leu). Analysis of the
intersubunit contacts leads to identiﬁcation of two spatial
clusters of contacting SDPs, one formed by 305Asn and
308Tyr from both subunits (305Asn and 308Tyr from
different subunits may possibly make a hydrogen bond
between the asparagine oxygen and the tyrosine hydroxyl
group), and the other by 107Val and 164Glu from one
subunit and 232Asn and 233Ile from the other (Fig. 6).
By deﬁnition, the predicted SDPs are positions, whose
evolution rate is unusual given the phylogenetic tree. We
assume that such abnormalities reﬂect adaptation to
different interacting molecules and thus are true speciﬁcity determinants. They are highly inﬂuenced by the adaptation to changes in speciﬁcity that occur after gene
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Fig. 5. (A) Fraction of amino acid residues in close contact (⬍ 7 Å) with an interaction partner and experimentally proven to be important for function
in protein on average and in each comparison. Experimental data collected for all proteins of the family, contacts calculated for IDH from E. coli, 1ai2. (B)
Fraction of amino acid residues of different functional types: speciﬁcity determinants are described in the literature as essential for the enzyme speciﬁcity;
nonspeciﬁc are mentioned as related to function or contacting substrate or cofactor (speciﬁcity determinants excluded); other are the remaining residues.
Prediction classes: SDPs, predicted as SDPs; CPs, conserved positions (at least 91% conservation in the family alignment); Neighbors, amino acids in
close contact (⬍ 5 Å) with SDPs or CPs; Other, remaining residues. Contacts were calculated for IDH from E. coli, 1ai2. (C) Fraction of amino acids
belonging to different prediction classes, for different functional types of residues (notation as in B).

duplication. Indeed, almost all SDPs in each comparison
are located in the zone of possible interaction with the
cofactor, the substrate, or the other subunit, and some
have been experimentally identiﬁed as speciﬁcity determinants.
Still, in each case there are SDPs, to which no function
can be attributed, because in all considered structures
they are far from the sites of contact and they have never
been reported to be important for the function in literature. There are two such residues in the cofactor-speciﬁcity
comparison (33Asp and 304Ala), two in the substratespeciﬁcity comparison (97Val and 98Ala), and ﬁve in the
four-group comparison (31Tyr, 40Asp, 45Met, 152Phe, and
245Gly). We formally consider them as overprediction, or
false positives.
However, even in cases when the speciﬁcity of an
enzyme to the substrate or to the cofactor has been
successfully inverted,4,7,9,14,15,17 the kinetic parameters of
the mutants are inferior compared to the wild type, while

substitutions of residues distant from any compound may
improve the kinetics.7,17 Such substituted residues are
often close to some of the predicted SDPs. For example,
154Glu, 158Asp, and 327Asn are located within 7 Å from
201Cys and 332Cys, which enhance the NAD-speciﬁcity in
the coenzyme-speciﬁcity inverted mutant.7,17 These and
other predicted SDPs may thus play a role in the mechanism of cofactor recognition, and so we propose that some
apparently false-positive SDPs may in fact be important
for the speciﬁc recognition.
It is impossible to separate to separate NAD-dependent
from NADP-dependent enzymes by cutting the family
phylogenetic tree (Fig. 1) at a single point, and thus the
speciﬁcity to NADP as the cofactor may have arisen twice.4
Closer inspection of amino acid residues occupying SDPs
in the comparison by the cofactor speciﬁcity indicates that
indeed the adaptation to NADP may have taken different
routes. There are very few SDPs, in which amino acids in
type I and type II NADP-IDHs coincide.
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Fig. 6. Clusters of SDPs on the intersubunit contact interface. Notation as in Figure 3. [Color ﬁgure can be
viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]

CONCLUSIONS
We present a computational analysis of the speciﬁcitydetermining positions in the IDH/IMDH family. Because
the enzymes of the family have two speciﬁcities, towards
the substrate and towards the cofactor, which appear in
different combinations, we performed three comparisons
(substrate-speciﬁc, cofactor-speciﬁc, and combined). The
predicted in all three comparisons SDPs agree well with
the experimental and structural data: 40% to 50% of the
predicted SDPs were previously shown to contribute to
protein function in experimental assays, and up to 90% lie
in regions of contact with either cofactor, or substrate, or
the other subunit, a fraction signiﬁcantly higher than in
the whole protein.
Still, a number of experimentally proven important
positions were not identiﬁed in our study. Some of them
are totally or nearly totally conserved, and most of the rest
lies in the vicinity of either SDPs or conserved positions,
which suggests their possible indirect role in the enzyme
function. In the cofactor-binding pocket, two experimentally known important positions are conserved among
NADP-dependent, but variable among NAD-dependent
enzymes, which implies that they are crucial for recognition of NADP, but not of NAD.
On the other hand, we identify a number of new
interesting mutation targets. Experimental assays may
test the role of 103Leu, 105Thr, 337Ala, and 341Thr in
substrate recognition and of 305Asn, 308Tyr or 107Val,
164Glu in dimerization and active site formation.
Interestingly, in all three comparisons, about half of the
SDPs concentrate on the intersubunit interface. Sometimes SDPs are arranged in spatial clusters. We have seen
similar clusters in other protein families.30,31 We propose
PROTEINS: Structure, Function, and Bioinformatics

that these positions provide for the correct recognition of
the partner subunit to exclude the possibility of formation
of chimeric complexes. Another possible explanation for
the studied enzyme family is that the active site is formed
by residues from both subunits, and so some of the
intersubunit contacts are actually the site residues. Anyway, a number of intersubunit contact SDPs lie at large
distance from the binding sites. The function of these and
other predicted SDPs awaits experimental elucidation.
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